Ion channels for mechanotransduction in the crayfish stretch receptor.
Mechanosensitivity is found in almost every cell in all organisms from bacteria to vertebrates and covers a wide spectrum of function from osmosensing to mechanical sensing in the specialized receptors, such as the hair cells of the cochlea. The molecular substrate for such mechanosensitivity is thought to be mechanosensitive ion channels (MSCs). Because most development regarding the molecular aspects of the MSC has been made in nonsensory or sensory systems, which have not been accessible to recordings from ion channels, it is important to focus on the mechanosensitivity of sensory organs where their functional importance is undisputed. The stretch receptor organ (SRO) of the crustaceans is a suitable preparation for such studies. Each organ contains two receptors: one slowly and one rapidly adapting receptor neurons. The primary mechanosensitivity is generated by two types of MSC of hitherto unknown molecular type located in the neuronal dendrites, which are inserted into a receptor muscle fiber. In addition to the MSCs, the neurons contain voltage-gated Na(+) channels, which seem to be differently located in the slowly and rapidly adapting neurons. At least three types of voltage-gated K(+) channels are present in the sensory neurons, the location of which is not known. The spatial distribution of ion channels and the kinetics of the channels, together with the viscoelastic properties of the receptor muscles, determine the overall transducer properties and impulse firing of the two receptor neurons, including their typical adaptive characteristics.